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“Have you eaten all the pills?” George Han asked with a frown.

Ziqing blushed, lowered her head, and nodded.

“In fact, Xiao Qi not only took the pill, but also the most among us.” Liu Sha said.

“My sister gave me all her medicine, but…” Zi Qing said that, the whole person was
obviously very sad.

After all, for her, although everyone’s pill is full, everyone is equally divided in number.
However, in order to worry about Ziqing’s physical condition, Liu Sha, the sixth sister,
also allocated all the pill. Give Ziqing.

“Leader, I’m sorry, I know that I don’t follow the rules for making private opinions, and I
am willing to accept any punishment.” Liu Sha lowered her head.

“Things are shared equally for each of you, hoping that each of you can have a stable
improvement so that you can better protect yourself in times of danger.” George Han
said softly: “But the amount is fixed, as for How to use it is your own problem.” After

showing that he will not be punished for distributing the medicine without permission,
George Han patiently looked at Liu Sha: “The city of burning bones is very dangerous,
but now you have lost the opportunity to improve. Do you regret it?”

“The Jiangbei seven monsters have always been six guarantees, but now they have
become four guarantees.”

“The big deal is one death. What’s the fear.”

The Jiangbei strangers headed by Big Cake Heaven were immediately resolute. Said.

“In fact, giving it to Seventh Sister may not have any effect at all. Our seven siblings
have already discussed it. If there is no effect, the four older brothers will protect us with
all their strength.” Liu Sha whispered.

George Han nodded and smiled unexpectedly: “I didn’t mean to blame you, Mo Yang.”

“Yes!”

“Go to the alchemy room and get some pills for Liu Sha.” George Han whispered.

Mo Yang nodded and walked out quickly.



“Leader…” Liu Sha stared at George Han in shock. In fact, even though the Seven
Devils had planned for the worst, it was for her.

Regarding George Han’s explanation here, they don’t want to ask him to forgive. They
only hope that George Han will not be too angry. But wherever they want to get it,
George Han is not angry at all, but instead…”You are right. When we are together, we
must twist into a rope, regardless of you and me. Therefore, I don’t think there is any
problem with your method.” George Han smiled lightly, and went on , The body sat
slightly beside Ziqing.

“But…” George Han frowned, glanced at Ziqing, and couldn’t say anything.

The energy was transported in his hand again and patted directly on her shoulder. This
time, all of George Han’s infuriating energy walked carefully along Ziqing’s body
meridians.

No!

After cultivating for so long, and with the blessing of a large amount of magical elixir, let
alone Zi Qing, even ordinary people should at least cast some foundation.

This is like a ton of food. Even if you don’t get fat, you can eat it in your stomach and you
will gain some weight in a short time.

But Ziqing is the only exception.

There is no energy in the body at all, and there is even no trace of energy flowing. If it is
not seen with his own eyes, even if someone tells George Han that Ziqing has not eaten
pill at all and has not cultivated, George Han will definitely believe it.

When the geese pass by, they have to leave root hairs.

But this…

but when George Han was very confused, he suddenly frowned. Among all the
meridians of Ziqing, suddenly an extremely hidden Xiaobai group suddenly emerged
from the meridians. Jump past.

George Han thought of continuing the investigation, but the true energy instilled in her
was also exhausted at this time.

What it is? !

No longer thinking about it, George Han used a force in his hand, and the more powerful
Chaos force directly lined in, and then crazily spread all the meridians of Ziqing.



The energy was consumed rapidly, but the practice of spreading all over the meridians
also caused George Han to steadily block the mass of white things in a certain dead end
at this time.

In a white mass, a strong white gas envelops it, and there seems to be a little thing
hidden inside.

George Han adjusted the chaotic air slightly, drew out a trace and slowly moved towards
the white dumpling, trying to figure out what the little white dumpling was in front of him.

But what makes George Han feel very strange is that when his energy just came into
contact with the little white group, something strange happened…
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George Han feels as if he is being sucked by some vortex. The power of chaos in the
past has not only failed to find out what this thing is, but is directly sucked by it. The
energy of it is continuously absorbed by it.

It was almost full of the energy of all the meridians of Ziqing, as if a spider web was
caught in the center and quickly moved closer to it.

George Han hurriedly tried to stop him.

But the powerful involvement not only failed George Han to prevent success, but
through George Han’s body of source, he was absorbed more desperately and crazily.

George Han’s whole body suddenly dropped sweat on his forehead. What is so special
about him, is he a blood sucker? !

Although George Han was confident, if he increased his energy, he would surely be able
to reverse the power of Chaos to escape Xiao Bai Tuan’s madness.

But Ziqing’s body is always the body of an ordinary person. The power of Chaos that
George Han has strengthened twice is already the maximum limit. If it needs to be
strengthened, Xiaobaituan can subdue it, George Han doesn’t know. But he knows one
thing, that is, Ziqing will instantly explode in her meridians and die.

She couldn’t bear too much energy entering the body at all.

How should this be done?

The powerful suction made George Han sweat profusely at this time, and the huge
consumption also made George Han’s complexion slightly pale.

If this continues, George Han can’t be sucked dry by this guy.



The only choice is either to give up completely and all previous achievements are also
used, or to figure out what this little white group is, maybe the right medicine can be
prescribed.

The former is not only not George Han’s acting style, but the most important thing is that
he and Ziqing will suffer both losses because of backlash.

George Han is not afraid of injury, but what about Ziqing? !

She had just recovered from the nightmare injury, and if she was injured again, it would
be a question of whether her weak body could survive.

The only option is the latter.

But today’s George Han is also tied up with his hands, how to figure out this little white
group? !

unless! !

Sky Eye Talisman!

But what the Sky Eye Talisman brings…

will be to look at her body.

However, it is important to understand her physical condition at the moment, and there
is no other choice. You can’t just watch yourself being sucked dry, or she is shocked to
death by the backlash!With a silent thought in George Han’s mouth, a gleam of light
suddenly appeared between his eyes.

Not to mention Ziqing’s body, even the Xiaobai Tuan in the meridians was extremely
clear in George Han’s eyes at this time.

It was a small group covered by white energy. Although it was small, the white energy’s
trajectory and appearance were like a tenth-level tornado.

And what supports all this is a small black nucleus hidden in the whirling white air.

But it is as big as sand and dust.

But it is this thing that is like sand and dust, crazy and desperately absorbing George
Han’s chaotic power.

“It turned out to be you, but what on earth are you?” George Han frowned and looked at
the little things in the white “storm” more closely.

“If it weren’t for the gluttonous existence, I would really doubt if you were gluttonous.”
George Han frowned.



As George Han’s gaze continued to increase, what was as sand as dust became clearer
and clearer in George Han’s eyes.

Until the end, George Han was surprised to find that this little black nucleus was not a
thing.

To be precise, it is just an outer layer that wraps something.

Inside it, there is a real thing lying quietly on the ground.

Box in a box!

Almost immediately, George Han reflected.

The real thing is in the walnut kernel!

It is like a small preserved egg, first protected by a black transparent layer, and on the
outermost part, it is enveloped by a turbulent white gas like a storm.

While it is small, it also has such a sophisticated layer of protection.

If it hadn’t been for George Han’s eyes to be too bullish, he might not have discovered
the secrets in each of them.

Because this guy is too young.

As George Han urged energy again, the Sky Eye Talisman was also urged to the
extreme. The thing wrapped in the black sphere was also in front of George Han at this
time, revealing its true colors.

But, looking at this thing, George Han was stunned…It

can’t be called incredible, it can only be called strange!
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Lion body, tiger face, wings on the back, black and red flames hidden in the wings and
legs, lion claws glowing brightly, as if placed in a fire. Red-hot iron is average.

What is this stuff? !

George Han’s complexion condensed, although the thing was small, it was really
terrifying and shocking.

It’s like a devil’s thing.

“Poor… Qiongqi?” Suddenly, a term appeared in George Han’s mind.



One of the ancient beasts, Qiongqi!

It’s just that it’s as strange as a cow, but it’s like gravel in front of you.

“After doing it for a long time, did you eat all the energy in Zi Qing’s body?” George Han
said with a cold face, and said in a deep voice.

“Everyone is here.” George Han yelled softly.

Hearing George Han’s shouts, a group of people hurriedly surrounded him. Seeing that
George Han was already sweating, the situation was not good, and everyone was
worried.

“Don’t be stunned, everyone has gathered spiritual power on Liu Sha’s body. Liu Sha,
you take your hand over my left hand and place it on Zi Qing’s left shoulder.” George
Han said anxiously.

Hearing what George Han said, Liu Sha immediately looked at George Han anxiously:
“Is something wrong with Ziqing?”

“If you ask you to do it, don’t talk nonsense.” George Han said coldly. .

Liu Sha nodded helplessly, and suddenly took George Han’s hand with her left hand and
gently placed it on Ziqing’s left shoulder.

“Everyone listens to my orders!” George Han ordered, opening his eyes and glanced at
everyone.

Everyone nodded.

“Three, two, one, move!”

As George Han’s voice fell, a group of people consciously lined up, and then they joined
forces to make an instant.

boom!

An extremely strong energy instantly struck Ziqing’s body, and at almost the same time,
George Han suddenly withdrew from his chaotic power.

There is almost no difference, and the two forces are perfectly connected.

A group of people suddenly felt like they had hit a big suction hole, and their spiritual
power was madly lost.

At this time, George Han snorted: “Hold on.” In the



next second, the power of chaos splits into two, and one directly covers the meridian of
Ziqing, ensuring that the meridian can withstand the rush of two energy.

The other energy rushed directly to the little white group that was sucking Liu Sha’s
spiritual power, and quickly wrapped it.the guy seemed to sense his own danger and
resisted frantically, trying to break through George Han’s package.

But helplessly, George Han had already taken the lead, and the power of Chaos was the
strongest power in the world. After just a few strokes, Xiaobai Tuan was completely
enveloped by the power of Chaos.

“Withdraw!” George Han whispered. After everyone regained their spiritual power, he
also left a trace of chaos to repair Ziqing’s meridians and began other actions.

“You all go down and rest.” George Han glanced at everyone.

A group of people looked at each other, nodded, and stepped back.

At this time, George Han turned over and turned Ziqing over to face him, with a little in
his hand, hitting the center of his eyebrows, and then the power of Chaos entered from
the center of his eyebrows.

“It hurts, bear with it.” George Han said softly.

Although Ziqing was very scared, she was very obedient to George Han. She gritted her
teeth and closed her eyes, no matter what George Han did.

As the power of Chaos re-entered the body, Ziqing did not feel as uncomfortable as last
time. On the contrary, it was as comfortable as the warm current of spring.

She quietly opened her eyes and glanced at the frown in front of her. George Han, who
was earnestly building a foundation for her, was so charming under sweat. No wonder
people often say that serious men are the most charming.

He was not as cold as he thought. He helped himself when he needed it most.

Thinking of these, Zi Qing felt sweet.

In addition, George Han was right in front of him, and he could even feel his rough
breathing, and for a while, Zi Qing was a little confused and sentimental.

But at this moment, all of a sudden, a very strong pain suddenly struck…

“Um!”

Zi Qing let out a bitter bitter hatred, her entire face paled instantly, and the fragrance
dripped with sweat.



“Meditation, guard the stage.”

There was George Han’s voice in her ears, and Zi Qing nodded gently. Despite the pain,
she still clenched her teeth, lightly closed her eyes, and forcibly endured it.

“Does it hurt?” George Han asked, “Can you bear it?”

“Yes!” Zi Qing nodded fiercely.

“That’s good!” As soon as George Han’s voice fell, the power in his hand increased
again.

Zi Qing felt even more painful for a while, but soon, she opened her eyes in surprise…
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